Wilderness: an international community knocking on Asia’s door
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ABSTRACT The concept of wilderness may trace its roots to the U.S., but a worldwide wilderness community has developed and is growing in strength, though with limited representation from Asia. With the primary purpose of protecting nature, wilderness designation can occur through legislation or policy development, but with similar outcomes of providing long-term protection and benefits for relatively intact ecosystems and the relationships people have with these places. In the Far East of Russia, the Kamchatka Peninsula is emerging as a nature-based vacation destination with federal and regional protected areas attracting and hosting a growing number of Russian and international tourists. Similar to recent changes in China and elsewhere in Asia, this part of Russia is experiencing particularly rapid economic, social and political change with anticipated significant international influences on personal income, consumption and leisure travel patterns. Current and anticipated spending patterns of discretionary income among Russians and a growing Asian population could greatly influence transition of this relatively low density frontier in Asian Russia. In Sri Lanka, the only Asian country with legislative protection of wilderness, protection of wilderness character has strong cultural and economic roots. More understanding of the role of protected wilderness to larger ecosystems and society is possible in Asia.
Lewis & Xue (2003) described the transformation evident in some parts of Asia in terms of three interlocking and mutually reinforcing changes: modernization, political reform and globalization, and these changes in turn have had profound influences on people’s attitudes, their behaviors and their quality of life. Croucher (2004) suggests that part of the reason behind China’s rapid societal change is due to increasing recognition by the Chinese people of their interconnectedness with regional and international economic, social, technological, cultural, and ecological spheres. China’s culture is being profoundly affected by globalization influences (Kymlicka 2005) and Tan (2005) projects that growing effects of western cultural orientations will likely have profound effects on defining citizenship but with twists associated with different political systems, traditional and religious practices, and cultural identities (Yang 2008).

Throughout Asia, there is constant transition politically, environmentally, socially and economically that influences relationships with the natural world. As countries often move from developing to developed, attitudes and ethics change in regards to how people value nature, particularly scenic areas, those with high biodiversity, those crucial to maintaining human health or those that contain unusually scarce resources. As public lands managers and private entrepreneurs look for ways to develop and maintain viable operations in relatively intact natural systems, the focus is necessarily on economic contributions as well as environmental stability, or sustainability. Ecotourism is of growing interest as a way to maintain both, and in many places in Asia, the role of protected areas is changing very quickly. Ecotourism, as well as many important ecological services, are dependent upon systematic protection. One increasingly viable approach to contribution to economic stability, protecting cultural resources and ensuring sustainability of ecosystem services is protection as wilderness.

The wilderness concept and its application internationally

Martin and Watson (2009) introduce the concept of wilderness as “land and water where natural ecological processes operate as free of human influence as possible and a place to learn and exhibit primitive skills with primitive recreation opportunities and solitude…” While acknowledged to have American roots, it has spread to many nations through a growing community of interest. Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Finland, Sri Lanka, Russia, and South Africa have legislatively protected wilderness or comparable, strictly protected reserves. Other countries, such as Italy, Zimbabwe, Namibia, and the Philippines, although not enacting wilderness legislation, have declared wilderness zones in parks, municipal watersheds, game reserves, and forests. Mexico is the latest country currently designing a process within their protected area system to specifically protect wilderness values.

The excitement about wilderness increased rapidly during the 1990s as the value of this land-use designation and its relevance and potential adaptation to other cultures were increasingly recognized. Now, in the twenty-first century, more partnerships are being formed to support wilderness science, to share information on methods and benefits of wilderness protection, and for wilderness stewardship training.

World Conservation Union
The World Conservation Union (IUCN), with over 1000 member organizations, operates for the purpose of influencing, encouraging and helping societies throughout the world to conserve the integrity and diversity of nature and to ensure that any use of natural resources is equitable and ecologically sustainable (Martin and Watson 2009). Wilderness was not always recognized as a conservation category by IUCN, however. Wilderness was added as a Class I protected area category when the IUCN conservation categories were approved in 1992 (IUCN 1994). Category I includes strict nature reserves (Ia) and wilderness areas (Ib). IUCN defines wilderness as a “large area of unmodified or slightly modified land, and/or sea, retaining its natural character and influence, without permanent or significant habitation, which is protected and managed so as to preserve its natural condition.”

World Wilderness Congress – forming a world-wide community

The World Wilderness Congress (WWC) has met on eight occasions prior to 2009 (South Africa, Australia, Scotland, the United States, Norway, India, South Africa and Alaska). The 9th World Wilderness Congress (WILD9) is scheduled for November of 2009 in Mexico. Meeting every three to five years, the WWC has provided a continuing international forum for expanding the wilderness concept and sharing information on allocation processes, management techniques and science (c.f. Watson, Sproull and Dean 2007). The definition of wilderness adopted by IUCN, described above, was a product of the 4th WWC. Each WWC has provided an evolving platform to build international discussion and understanding about what wilderness is within varying cultures and even consciously agreeing that there is great variation from the definition of wilderness contained in the U.S. 1964 Wilderness Act. While in the U.S., humans are thought to be visitors who do not remain, and wilderness commonly refers to some of the most pristine areas in the U.S., in developing countries, many wildland areas are occupied by indigenous people or designated because they are under pressure from potentially damaging practices by other interests, therefore often displaying nonconforming influences on the wilderness character of these places.

On a continuous cycle of planning for convening every three to five years, the WWC is conceived and implemented with a different country each time. For 2009, in Mexico, the theme is “Wilderness, the Climate’s Best Ally.” While international cooperation is emphasized to protect nature for climate’s sake, there is also a great deal of attention to the flow of ecosystem services from wilderness, the role of wilderness protection in connectivity conservation, potential for marine wilderness protection, biodiversity conservation initiatives, and wildland fire use for resource benefits. A very dynamic program evolves for each WWC, depending upon the host country, evolving interests of the community of stakeholders and an extensive set of motivational and expert speakers.

International Journal of Wilderness

Launched in 1995, the International Journal of Wilderness (IJW) is sponsored by several governmental agencies, collaborating universities and international organizations. With a focus on science, stewardship education and examples of wilderness protection around the world, this journal keeps the wilderness community in contact. Strongly supported by the federal agencies of the US which manage wilderness (the National Park Service, the Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management and the Fish & Wildlife Service), it is the primary source for updates on issues confronted by managers, new science solutions and inspirational commitments to protecting wilderness character around the world.

Protecting wilderness values in Asia

Krüger (2005) suggests that the contributions of ecotourism, or nature-based tourism, to both socioeconomic and environmental improvements is a relatively new focus of research dating from the 1990s. Sustainability of ecotourism, also an increasingly important topic of research in the 1990s, has often been focused on the difficult tradeoffs associated with conserving nature while contributing to the economy of needy populations. For an examination of ecotourism sustainability in Costa Rica, Aylward, Echeverria & Tosi (1996) focused on four aspects believed to
be essential for making informed decisions about sustainability: visitation, finance, ecology and economics. Watson and others (2009) explored these aspects of ecotourism in Kamchatka, in the Far East of Russia, as part of an international effort to build greater community interaction on the threats and benefits related to wilderness protection in the Asia-Pacific Region.

In Asian Russia, visitation is likely not independent of the other three essential aspects. Visitation to an area, or to specific protected areas, often exhibits transition over time, sometimes from no visitation to some tourist visitation, sometimes from visits by researchers initially to later visits by tourists (Aylward et al. 1996). In Kamchatka, only in the mid 1990s were some currently popular ecotourism areas opened up for visitation, with previous primary use focused on military training and resource extraction. Approximately 15,000 tourists are believed to have visited Kamchatka in 1995, with about 4,000 of them foreign. Ecotourism visitation to Kamchatka is known to have increased in the early part of the 21st century, but very little is known about 1) who the tourists are and 2) what tourists place importance on doing while in Kamchatka.

Finance of protected area management in Russia is largely a function of and heavily influenced by central political control over finances. Since 2000, the central government has been strengthening control over sub-national governments in Russia (Hanson 2007). This type of transition, according to Hanson (2007), though it provides some desirable national benefits, is often considered to be at the cost of more efficient management of public finances. While macroeconomic stability and providing a minimum real income for all segments of society are believed to be among the positive benefits of such fiduciary policies, some local public goods might be more efficiently provided by sub-national government. Hanson (2007) included parks and protected areas within these local public goods that can conceivably benefit from at least regional, if not local control over financial management.

Sustainable financing of protected areas is a topic of interest in many nations, with fees paid to visit among the most recently attractive methods of accomplishing conservation and economic objectives (Watson 2001). Increasingly, visitor use fees are being charged and receipts are staying to benefit local, regional and even nationally protected areas, though compatibility between fees and some values of wild places have been called into question (Trainor & Norgaard 1999). Sustainability of ecotourism may be dependent upon sustainability of protected area administration agencies, whether controlled nationally or more locally, and in order to keep up with demand for facilities, services and transportation in previously low visitation areas, fees and more local control of financial investment are of great interest.

Ecological sustainability can be heavily influenced by visitation levels and financial sustainability. Managing agencies carry the burden of planning and initiating travel planning activities such as development of trails, overnight accommodations, camping regulations, and other transportation access facilities. This development should be well based on decisions about resource protection objectives and desirable experiences of visitors. Overuse can cause reductions in experiential and environmental quality of protected areas, therefore close monitoring of impacts on the environment is often seen as crucial. Focus on visitation and the economy without proper attention paid to the physical aspects of protected areas can lead to irreversible negative effects. In some of the wildest places in Kamchatka there is very little knowledge accumulated about resource conditions, though managers and visitors have been known to express concern about uncontrolled development and visitor impacts. Some of the greatest ecological threats to wilderness character are often the lack of protection from development threats.

Economic benefits of protected areas are often both of the market and non-market varieties. Protection can provide many non-monetary benefits to local, regional, national and worldwide populations. A variety of non-market values flow from protection, from ecosystem services to subsistence uses. Also, preservation for bequest values have been estimated for specific areas that have been protected from development and degradation. Short-term economic benefits are difficult to compare to perpetual, non-market value gains due to a collective decision to protect. The level and types of expenditures visitors make in Kamchatka likely exert major influences on local economies.
Strict nature reserves were established by imperial decree in south Kamchatka as far back as 1882 to protect sable and sea otter populations. The Kronotsky Strict Nature Reserve is 1,007,134 ha, and was originally established in 1934 to protect the sable population. Over time it has been closed then re-established and in 1982 a 3-mile ocean buffer zone was added. Over time, several additional nature reserves have been established with eventual World Heritage Site designation for 6 sites within Kamchatka. The Volcanoes of Kamchatka site includes 4,378,115 ha (MEPNR 1995). Bystrinsky Nature Park is 1,500,000 ha, South Kamchatka Nature Park is 860,000 ha, Klyuchevskoy Nature Park is 375,981 ha, Nalychevo Nature Park 265,000 ha, South Kamchatka State Nature Park is 247,000 ha and Southwest Tundra Nature Park is 123,000 ha (Newell 2004).

The Kamchatka Peninsula is one of the most active volcanic regions along the Pacific Ring of Fire. Over a hundred volcanoes stretch across this land mass, a dozen or more of which have currently active vents. Klyuchevskoy, one of the most active and renown volcanoes in the world dominates Kamchatka's main cluster of volcanoes: the Kliuchi Group (United Nations Environment Program 2002). Large areas of the region are relatively wild and undeveloped. Poaching, according to Zwirn, Pinsky & Rahr (2005), is widespread in part due to high unemployment rates. Badly needed economic stimulation through oil and gas development is a strong potential and poses threats to the environment. Newell (2004) reported that ecotourism is thought of as the best opportunity for an environmentally sustainable industry employing a broad range of local people. To this date, however, tourism infrastructure is scarce or non-existent (Zwirn et al. 2005).

Kamchatka contains great species diversity, including the world's largest known variety of salmonoid fish and exceptional concentrations of sea otter, brown bear and Stellar's sea eagle. These areas are under mostly Federal control, under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Natural Resources (MEPNR) since 2000, with some long-term lease concessions to tourist companies. Klyuchevskoy Nature Park is under both regional and federal jurisdictions as the land belongs to the State Forest Fund (Menshikov, Efimenko & Nikiforov 2000).

The rivers of western Kamchatka contain the greatest concentration and diversity of salmonoid fish species on earth and are the only place on the Pacific Rim where all the species of Pacific salmon coexist. Nearly all the rivers are exceptionally unpolluted spawning grounds for this key food source which sustains the very large populations of brown bears, sea otters, Steller's sea-eagles and dozens of other marine and terrestrial animals. Wild salmon are declining rapidly throughout their range along both the Atlantic and Pacific rims. Outside western Alaska, there are very few if any large areas left along the Pacific Rim to preserve not only native runs of salmon and steelhead, but also the intact ecosystems they support and that support them (MEPNR 1995).

Since the end of the Soviet Union, federal funding for protected areas in Kamchatka has decreased by 90% with drastic consequences for the parks. There are, as a result, two opposing concepts for the future development of Kamchatka: expanded extraction of minerals (largely on land traditionally held by the native people) to help finance the regional administration, and activities based on protecting the environment which should sustain native populations and create sustainable tourism. When the National Committee for Environmental Protection was abolished in 2000, environmental issues became the responsibility of the Regional Committees on Natural Resources, and the mining interests hostile to conservation in Kamchatka gained strength (Murashko 2001). The southern boundary of the Bystrinsky Nature Park has already been revised 50km inwards to permit gold mining on its edge and there is pressure for nickel mining within the Park. The frequent fires in this park, a proposed new road which would expose the area to poaching and the granting by local authorities of 12 out of 24 hunting leases to business interests from outside the region could not be monitored since the Park had no staff in 2001 (IUCN 2001). Logging and oil and gas extraction in the Sea of Okhotsk near the coast have also started and a gas pipeline with a road to Petropavlovsk is projected, crossing 20 salmon rivers. Geothermal exploitation is also developing at Nizhnekoshelevsky in the South Kamchatka Nature Park and State Nature Sanctuary, an area earmarked for scientific work and regional monitoring. Any of these industrial activities might
pollute salmon spawning grounds and begin to degrade the pristine wilderness.

Illegal, highly organized campaigns of logging and the poaching of bears for gall-bladders and salmon for caviar; illegal sea fishing, uncontrolled commercial tourism with well-organized hunting from helicopters in the Geyser Valley, and general tourist littering, degradation and petrochemical and sewage pollution have all increased in recent years (Newell & Wilson, 1996). Geothermal and other rare flora are also disappearing. Management is drastically underfunded with too few personnel, too little infrastructure, training or equipment. The public is economically challenged and lacks environmental awareness. There is no community involvement in management, and an inadequate legal and policy framework (Newell et al. 2001). Park staffing and finance levels for all the reserves are under pressure.

Within a context of increased recognition of world heritage significance of the protected areas in Kamchatka, decreased federal government support for protected area management, and a rapidly changing economy and economic policies, social science knowledge is acknowledged as important to guide further transition. Decisions about future development of ecotourism services and facilities should be governed by ethical consideration of various aspects of sustainability. Greater understanding of visitation, particularly who is visiting Kamchatka now and what are they doing during these visits, will be extremely helpful. Furthermore, understanding of how visitors feel about the role of central government, regional government and private use fees to cover some of the costs of both conservation and accommodating guests could be valuable in planning for sustainability of growth and protection, as well as gaining some insight into current expenditure patterns of visitors and their perceptions of management effectiveness.

A large majority of visitors originate within Russia and this links the future of visitation closely to economic conditions of Russia, and mostly of the urban areas of European Russia (Watson and others 2009). Recent market changes in Europe are probably a more influential factor on future development opportunities than Asian markets, particularly since so few Kamchatka visitors come from other Asian countries. This mix could change in the future in response to changes in many factors, such as services provided, changing leisure patterns of Russian and Non-Russian travelers, increased publicity about features of Kamchatka, and changing economic conditions. The places people visit while in Kamchatka are not likely to change a great deal in the near future, though the Non-Russian dependence on tours and services offered could be used as a tool to either re-distribute use to reduce impacts or to maintain high quality experiences for those seeking more solitary or authentic experiences.

A good understanding of the substantial proportion of tourism expenditures in service-related industries holds great promise for contributions to the economy in Kamchatka. It appears that those planning for sustainability of services and economic contributions will need to develop a multi-prong approach to minimally target Non-Russian visitors and Russian visitors. Among other potential areas that could contribute visitors would be Asia. Some current research emphasis is on understanding the motives for visiting Kamchatka to understand how Russian and Non-Russian visitors differ in this important determinant of trip satisfaction and evaluation of services. While intentions to re-visit are high, there is potential to identify markets outside the current market mix that would have similar motivations to visit as either the Russian or Non-Russian customers currently visiting.

The high support expressed for paying fees by all visitors is significant, though there is a relatively high proportion of neutral responses which comprise an important market segment to identify more closely and target with good explanations of any fees that are charged. It appears that among current visitors, fees are supported not only to pay for the services they can tangibly recognize that facilitate their own visits, but also for more general protection of these areas. Charging fees to allow more access to those less financially able or to advertise the qualities of these protected areas to others are not widely supported and should not be used to justify any fees initiated.

While such strong support for protection of these natural resources among current visitors is important, regional authorities face a dilemma in increasing support of management actions used to
guard this protection. Maybe it is not the low proportion of visitors who seem to think managers are doing a good job that is the issue (Watson and others 2009), but, rather, it is the large proportion of people who don’t seem to know how good a job managers are doing that should cause some concern for management authorities. It is possible that with relatively low visitation levels at this time and at least among the Russian visitors a low level of familiarity with this area and ecotourism in general, nature protection at this scale is not easily comprehensible. Some efforts to help people understand the complexities of large-scale protection and some of the importance of techniques used may prove much more important than educating a visiting public about the benefits of protection among those who are already supportive of that protection.

Kamchatka is a unique area within Asia, with a strong tie to Europe and the rest of Russia. The importance of protecting these unspoiled areas seems beyond question among visitors to these places. The opportunities to protect this part of Asia exist and Russia’s travel down this path of protection seems to reflect a larger national commitment to science, sustainability of culture and economies and evolving relationships with nature than is evident from some other places in Asia. While only one person’s opinion, noted travel author and tourist Paul Theroux (1988) described China’s relationship with nature as “…overrun with people and – except for the occasional earthquake or sandstorm – I rarely saw examples of man’s insignificance beside the greater forces of nature. The Chinese had moved mountains, diverted rivers, wiped out the animals, eliminated the wilderness; they had subdued nature and had it screaming for mercy” (page 254). With such changes in politics, society, economies and relationships with nature, only the future will reveal how regional ecotourism patterns change, how international recognition of nature protection influences national and local protection decisions, and the role of nature protection in future economics and quality of life.

Future opportunities

The 10th WWC offers opportunities for continued dialogue about how to extend and implement current protection of wilderness dependent values in Asia. In particular, building upon cooperative interests planned for the 9th WWC in Mexico seems of high value. The Wild Salmon Center, the United Nations Development Programme Kamchatka Ecotourism Sustainability Project, the Aldo Leopold Wilderness Research Institute, the Bureau of Land Management – Alaska, WWF-Kamchatka, the US Forest Service Northwest Research Station – Juneau, the University of Alaska – Fairbanks and guides and outfitter service companies from the Kamchatka Region will be working together at WILD9 to develop understanding of current conditions and opportunities. They will also be working to prescribe and facilitate ways to gather additional scientific information, conduct training and use knowledge to influence development decisions in this Region of Asia. The implications are broad to the region and only through strengthening this developing wilderness community will joint resources be utilized in an efficient manner to accomplish protection objectives.

The 10th WWC, wherever it might meet, offers a critical opportunity to consider the application of the wilderness concept in making decisions to protect local economies, maintain traditional relationships with nature, support the building of communities of interest in the Asia-Pacific Region and bring international and regional interests together to plan efficient, effective strategies. Involvement from government entities,
non-governmental organizations, university faculty or citizen action groups from this Region in setting direction for this international event would be very desirable.

There also exist opportunities to begin to think about and publish articles from this Region of the world in the International Journal of Wilderness. Beyond a small number of presentations from India and a large contingent from Kamchatka, there is very little engagement from the Asian Region in the 9th World Wilderness Congress. With a lack of history of international cooperation in understanding and protecting critical stream headwaters, expansive but threatened marine resources, indigenous identity and connection to wilderness resources, and economic stability connected to ecotourism, it is time to initiate collaboration.

Are there immediate opportunities for designation and protection of wilderness in the Asia-Pacific Region? There are certainly needs for such actions. At the 9th WWC in Mexico, there is an unusual force of power, within a North American cooperative focus of the Congress, on the Asia-Pacific environment, including political, economic and natural. For the Russian part of Asia, there is certainly broad international interest in working cooperatively to both extend protection of key habitats and improving stewardship to protect human values flowing from these wild places. But Russia has a system in place to facilitate this extended protection. In most Asian countries there are some frameworks for protection of nature, but holistic approaches to identifying opportunities, building communities of interest and working towards implementation of legislative or policy-based protection of these wildest, most natural places is lacking.
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